## Real-Time Translation

### Accelerating Learning for Students through Translation

How Microsoft* education solutions compare to Google* in offering real-time translations for students.

### Microsoft PowerPoint Present Live Translations Support

- Students select their preferred language
- Multiple languages in the same class
- Over 50 languages

### Microsoft PowerPoint Present Live Experience

- Built within web version of PowerPoint
- Real-time captions available in over 50 languages
- Works on laptops or mobile devices in single view on single device
- Students access presentation through link or QR code

### Google Slides Experience

- Requires using multiple tools and windows
- Real-time captions available in English only
- Requires multiple devices or apps in multiple views
- Students access presentation through link

---

Given its simplicity and number of languages available for students, PowerPoint Present Live is a better choice than Google options for customized real-time translation in presentations.

Read the Full Report
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